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One simple concept drives everything we
do in Customer Service: Happy players will
play our games more
Last year, we shifted our mindset with the goal of delivering
player experiences that would increase player happiness

and get our players back to playing the game they love.
We call this concept ExperienceMatters. This shift required
a complete revamp of how we thought about, managed,
and treated our players on a daily basis.

To measure our progress, we began tracking two important

metrics: customer satisfaction (CSAT) and player lifetime
value (LTV). Improvements in these metrics clearly show that

our mindset shift has delivered tremendous results for our
team, the studios, and—most importantly—our players. For

one of our clients games, for example, we’ve made these
dramatic improvements:

CSAT increased more than 60% for MVP players in one year
LTV increased ~10% for players who report receiving great service
Most gaming companies see customer service as a necessary cost to be minimized; we are proving that
customer service is, in fact, a strategic function that can improve the overall player experience and deliver
long-term value.

This document highlights investments we’ve made in our people, process, and technology that have propelled
one of our fortune 10 clients far ahead of our competition in terms of how we treat and support our players.
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Superior Service Requires Innovative Technology

To help our fortune 10 company on their transformation, we completely changed what the CS tech stack
looks like. While most companies create customer service tools and tech capabilities in a vacuum, they chose
to partner with us and leverage our ServiceStack methodology to rebuild their CS stack based on proven
best-in-class services capabilities.
Figure 1

CS Tech Stack: Better Tools for Better Player Support
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• Automatic Product Feedback

• Staff Aug Management, Consulting, and Administration Services
• Asia, SA, Europe, NA, and African Language Support

As we helped build their own ServiceStack, we identified the key capabilities they needed to make players
happy and to drive a highperforming CS operation. From there, we built their CS Transformation plan with
a focus on improving our key metrics, CSAT and LTV.
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Success Story # 1

We created a service model that matches our service
offering to the player investment.
Figure 2
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Figure 2 illustrates our basic service model methodology,
with service levels increasing to match player value.
Figure 3 illustrates how we applied our service model
operationally to one of our top gaming client’s game.
This new approach enabled us to improve customer
satisfaction from 39% to 63% for MVP players of the game.
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Figure 3

Player-Focused Service Model As Applied To Top Gaming Client’s Game
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Success Story # 2

We leveraged data and analytics to ensure our staff are available when
players need them.
We’ve implemented a workforce management tool called WorkForward that lets us better predict our staffing
needs, allowing us to be more nimble in our staffing approach. This tool enables us to meet response-time
goals during the week, including the unexpected volume spikes that are common in gaming.

For our fortune 10 client, this new approach enabled them to deliver consistent response times across the
player base and reduce their MVP response times from 9 days to 2 hours.
Figure 5

CS Ticket Response Times: A Dramatic Improvement for Client's MVPs
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Success Story # 3

We drove down costs by embracing bots and automation.
We’ve automated many simple and/or repetitive tasks that don’t

require a human touch. In the case of another top gaming

company, we’ve achieved 15% automation of the overall ticket
volume. By leveraging enhanced bots, language translation, and
aggressive

knowledge

curation,

we

expect

to

reach

25%

automation by the end of 2021. Other games in our client’s

portfolio are following a similar model and will achieve 15%
automation by the middle of 2021.

Leveraging automation for simple tasks ensures the most important

player engagements happen with live service agents—because

we know these live engagements are the sticky moments when we
can win or lose a player in our games.

Figure 6 provides an example of how we look at CS ticket
automation data and analytics.

Figure 6
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Success Story # 4

We improved our international player support by adopting language AI.
International

support

is

a

Figure 7
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Language AI in Action
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Figure 7 illustrates how the technology works.

Success Story # 5
We connected CSAT to LTV.

One of the largest challenges for customer service teams is to demonstrate the ROI of the work they
do. To meet this challenge, we partnered with our client’s best-in-class analytics team and local
studios to set up data structures that create a unified view we call 360CX. This approach integrates

ServiceStack customer data into the game database and gives insight into how a great customer service
experience can deliver LTV—illustrating how customer service can help create more happy players to
play our games more often.

Figure 8 provides an LTV example from our client’s game, where we see a ~10-15% impact
on LTV when players report having a positive experience with Customer Service.
Figure 8

Connecting Client's Game Data with Customer Service Ratings: Higher CSAT = Higher LTV
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People
Make the
Difference

What makes us more than just another customer service team—and what made our many successes
possible—is happy, engaged, and purpose-filled people. We firmly believe that people make the difference
and that happy people lead to happy players.

As we implemented our service model, with its mix of service providers based around the world, we

committed to building a unified culture across our global service team. We leverage OfficeVibe,
a third-party technology that helps us listen to, understand, and support our people on a weekly basis.
Figure 9 is an example of the weekly
OfficeVibe reports our leadership
team reviews.

Figure 9

Overall Client CS engagement Score
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Moving Forward
While we are thrilled with our evolution thus far, we know our work is far from over.
Winning the hearts and minds of our players is something we must do everyday.
The following are examples of how we are continuing to innovate for our players and games:

Player Journey and Player Persona Creation

As part of the studio-wide player-focused transformation effort, Customer

Service is leading the charge in developing a better understanding of who
our players are and what motivates them. This includes the development of a

persona template that can be used across games, as well as listening post
maps and personalized engagement strategies for various player types.

Enhanced Knowledge and Automation

While a strong foundation has been laid, we now have a strategy for
signicantly

improving

our

knowledge

curation

capabilities

across

the

department, fostering an improved agent experience as well as unlocking

additional automation capabilities. We expect to achieve 35% automation
of our Customer Service volume in 2023.

Continued Investment in People and Culture

We are continuously improving our training programs for both leadership

and front-line staff. We have a better understanding of what makes our team
exceptional from a culture standpoint and are doing more to ensure the very
best working experience for our global team members.

Analytics

We are developing a 360-degree view of the player journey that will inform

strategic initiatives inside of Customer Service and beyond. Our growing
understanding of player behaviors is driving several strategic initiatives to

further improve player satisfaction and enable our teams to further influence
and positively impact LTV.

With our growth mindset and exceptional culture as the foundation, reinforced by our ServiceStack
and Service Model, we are well positioned to create wonderful player support experiences that will get
our players back in the game, drive stickiness and enable a long term relationship with our games.
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